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Abstract: Self-doped colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) attract a strong interest for the design of a new generation of low cost infrared optoelectronic devices because of the tunable intraband absorption feature in the mid IR. However, very little remains known on their electronic structure which combines confinement and an inverted band structure, complicating the design of optimized devices. We use a combination of IR spectroscopy and photoemission to determine the absolute energy levels of HgSe CQDs with various sizes and surface chemistries. We demonstrate that the filling of the CQD states ranges from 2 electrons per CQD at small size (<5 nm) to above 18 electrons per CQD at large sizes (≈20 nm). HgSe CQDs are also an interesting platform to observe vanishing confinement in colloidal nanoparticles. We present evidences for a semiconductor-to-metal transition at the CQD level, through temperature dependent absorption and transport measurements. In contrast with the bulk systems, the transition is the result of the vanishing confinement rather than the increase of the doping level.
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INTRODUCTION

Thanks to their widely tunable optical features from UV to THz, colloidal quantum dots (CQD) are generating significant interest for the design of optoelectronic devices\(^2,3\). Among the possible applications, low cost alternatives to epitaxially grown semiconductors (InSb, HgCdTe, GaAs/AlGaAs and InAs/GaSb...) for mid infrared (IR) photodetectors is attracting a lot of research efforts\(^4,5\). References 6 and 7 give recent reviews on the field. In the mid IR range, mercury chalcogenides (HgX) have become the most investigated materials because of their strong absorption and photoconductivity\(^8-10\). While HgTe CQDs appear nearly intrinsic, HgS\(^11,12\) and HgSe\(^1,13\) are self-doped nanocrystals, presenting excess electrons after their synthesis. As a result, their absorption spectrum is characterized by an additional feature in the mid-IR, resulting from transitions within the conduction band. The possibility to use this intraband feature opens new directions for the design of complex mid-IR emitting and absorbing heterostructures. The intraband can be tuned through the mid-IR spectrum up to even the long-wavelength IR with moderate CQD sizes.

However, the design of optimized devices is currently hampered by the lack of knowledge of the electronic structure of these materials. HgTe and HgSe CQDs combine an inverted band structure\(^14,15\) with quantum confinement, and their spectrum also strongly depends on temperature and surface chemistry\(^16,17\). More experimental data is consequently needed for the design of optimal ohmic contacts with efficient dissociation of the photogenerated electron hole pairs. Such an effort has been conducted for PbS CQDs with the design of improved solar cells\(^18-20\). This insight, however, is largely lacking for HgX CQDs and more needs to be done to determine their absolute energy levels (i.e. with respect to vacuum) and down to the single particle scale\(^21\). Only recently the Guyot-Sionnest’s group reported a systematic investigation of the electronic structure of HgX CQDs\(^22\) based on electrochemistry. However, the effect of surface chemistry remains unknown for HgX CQDs while it has been demonstrated to be of utmost importance for other materials\(^18,20\).

Applications aside (i.e. design of optimized devices), investigation of the electronic structure of self-doped HgSe CQDs is also driven by their vanishing confinement. As a result, HgSe CQDs are an interesting platform to investigate the transition between a confined semiconductor to a metallic system. It has been recently observed in doped quantum wells\(^23\), and self-doped CQDs\(^17\) that the optical properties switch from an intraband peak to a plasmon resonance when the confining size is increased. More evidence for this phase transition must now be provided, together with an exploration of its impact on CQD film charge transport properties.

According to the Mott criterion, a material will show metallic character if the product of the Bohr radius (\(a_o\)) and the cube root of the carrier density (\(n\)) exceeds a threshold value \(a_o n^{1/3} > 0.25\)\(^24,25\). Above the threshold doping density, the population of free carriers will be independent of temperature. In HgSe, the dielectric constant (\(\varepsilon_r \approx 16\)) is quite large and the Bohr radius given by \(a_o = \frac{h^2 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}{e^2 m^*}\) is around 17 nm, with \(h\) the Planck constant, \(\varepsilon_0\) the vacuum permittivity, \(m^*\) the electron effective mass (\(m^* = 0.05m_0\) with \(m_0\) the free electron mass) and \(e\) the proton charge. The insulator to metal transition is thus expected to occur near \(n = 3 \times 10^{15}\) cm\(^-3\); far below the carrier concentration in a HgSe CQD film (\(n_{film} = 2.6 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^-3\), assuming two carriers per CQD in a film of randomly close packed CQD with a 4.5 nm size). In doped quantum wells, it was pointed out that confinement can increase the Mott threshold doping level\(^26\). However, metallic character should be observable in large HgSe CQDs only where the confinement is significantly relaxed.

We use a combination of IR spectroscopy and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) to determine the electronic structure of HgSe CQD as a function of size and capping ligands on an absolute energy scale. We show that as we switch from small to large CQDs, the electron population increases from 2, to above 18 per CQD. Using photoemission we demonstrate the presence of surface states resulting from the
hybridization of Hg atoms with the ligands. This state is responsible for the surface tunable doping observed in HgX self-doped CQD. We then investigate the temperature dependence of the absorption and conductance of the HgSe film for different sizes of CQDs and conclude that individual CQDs switch from semiconductor behavior, driven by single electron physics, to metallic character, where collective effects emerge. We finally rationalize the result by proposing a phase diagram which includes both the effects of confinement and surface chemistry.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Nanocrystal synthesis**

**Small HgSe CQDs:** In a 50 mL three neck flask, 0.5 g of mercury acetate (Hg(OAc)$_2$) + 10 mL of oleic acid (OA) + 25 mL of oleylamine (OLA) are degassed at 85°C for 1 h. Under Ar at 80°C, 1.6 mL of a 1M solution of Selenium (Se) in trioctylphosphine (TOP) is quickly injected into the flask. After 1 minute, the reaction is quenched by adding 1 mL of dodecanethiol (DDT) and cooling to room temperature using compressed air on the outside of the flask. The obtained dark solution is then opened to air and precipitated by addition of ethanol and then centrifuged. The supernatant is discarded and the pellet redispersed in toluene. The cleaning procedure is repeated two more times. At the last step, we perform a selective precipitation to split the batch over three fractions. To do so, the solution in pure toluene is first centrifuged without the addition of non-solvent to get rid of the lamellar phase resulting from the complexation of mercury with oleylamine. In this case, only the stable solution is kept while the grey precipitate is discarded. Then, a limited amount of ethanol is added and the solution centrifuged. The pellet will become fraction 2, while the remaining particles in solution are further precipitated by the addition of additional ethanol. We then store fraction 2 in an air free glove box. The nanoparticles in this fraction are 4.5 nm ± 0.5 nm, measured by TEM, see Figure S1a. The intraband absorption peak is at 2698 cm$^{-1}$, see Figure S1b.

**Medium HgSe CQDs:** The method for small HgSe CQDs is followed, with 4 minutes between injection of the Se solution and quenching. The pellet from selective precipitation contains particles 5.8 nm ± 0.5 nm in diameter measured by TEM, see Figure S1c. The intraband absorption peak is at 2245 cm$^{-1}$, see Figure S1d.

**Large HgSe CQDs:** For large HgSe CQD, we use 0.1 g of Hg(OAc)$_2$ with 4 mL of OA and 10 mL of OLA. The solution is degassed at 85°C for 30 min. Meanwhile we mix 0.13 g SeS$_2$ with 2 mL of oleylamine and sonicate it until it turns brown. The Hg(OAc)$_2$ solution is placed under Ar and the temperature set at 90°C. The Se precursor is injected and the reaction is quenched after 6 minutes by adding 1 mL of DDT and removing the heating mantle. The obtained dark solution is then centrifuged by addition of ethanol and then centrifuged. The cleaning procedure is repeated two more times. The obtained nanoparticles have diameters in the 15-17 nm range according to TEM, see Figure S1e. The intraband absorption peak is at 986 cm$^{-1}$, see Figure S1f.

**Extra Large HgSe CQDs:** For extra-large HgSe CQDs, we use 0.1 g of Hg(OAc)$_2$ with 4 mL of OA and 10 mL of OLA. The solution is degassed at 85°C for 30 min. Meanwhile we mix 0.13 g SeS$_2$ with 2 mL of oleylamine and sonicate it until it turns brown. The Hg(OAc)$_2$ solution is placed under Ar and heated to 120°C. The Se precursor is injected and after 20 min, 1 mL of DDT is added and the heating mantle is removed. The obtained dark solution is then precipitated by addition of ethanol and then centrifuged. The cleaning procedure is repeated two more times. The obtained nanoparticles have a diameter in the 20 nm range according to TEM, see Figure S1g. The intraband absorption peaks at 380 cm$^{-1}$, see Figure S1h.

**Ligand exchange procedure:** To prepare thin films of nanoparticles with different capping ligands, we use solid state ligand exchange (ie on-film ligand exchange). We first drop-cast the QD solution on the substrate. When the solvent is completely evaporated, ligand exchange is performed on the sample to remove the DDT and replace it by EDT, S$^2$ or As$_2$S$_3$. This technique consists in dipping the film into the solution containing the new ligands for 1.5 min. The film is then rinsed by dipping it in ethanol for 30 seconds. The EDT, S$^2$ and As$_2$S$_3$ solutions were prepared by mixing respectively EDT, Na$_2$S and a saturated solution of As$_2$S$_3$ in butylamine saturated solution with ethanol (1 wt.%). To get a thicker film, this step was repeated 3 to 4 times.

**Material characterization:** For TEM imaging, the solution of CQD is drop-cast on a copper TEM grid and dried overnight under vacuum. The TEM images are then obtained using a JEOL 2010 microscope operated at 200 kV. Room temperature IR optical absorption is measured using a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer. A Globar source equivalent to a 700°C blackbody is used as source with a DTGS detector. Spectra are typically acquired between
10 000 cm\(^{-1}\) and 380 cm\(^{-1}\) with a 4 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution and averaging over 64 spectra. Measurements of the material with DDT ligand are made in an ATR configuration, while we use transmission configuration for ligand exchanged films. In this case we use CaF\(_2\) or undoped Si substrates. For low temperature infrared spectra we used a He gas exchange cryostat with ZnSe windows and conduct the measurements in a transmission configuration. The FTIR is a Bruker IFS66v with optical components similar to the ones in the Vertex 70.

**Transport measurements**

**Electrode fabrication:** Electrodes are fabricated using standard optical lithography methods. Briefly the surface of a Si/SiO\(_2\) (400 nm thick) wafer is cleaned by sonication in acetone. The wafer is rinsed with isopropanol and finally cleaned using an O\(_2\) plasma. AZ5214 resist is spincoated and baked at 110°C for 90 s. The substrate is exposed under UV through a pattern mask for 2 s. The film is further baked at 125°C for 2 min to invert the resist. Then a 40 s flood exposure is performed. The resist is developed using a bath of AZ726 for 32 s, before being rinsed with pure water. We then deposit a 3 nm Cr layer and a 40 nm gold layer using a thermal evaporator. The lift-off is performed by dipping the film for 1 h in acetone. The electrodes are finally rinsed using isopropanol and dried by air flow. The electrodes are 2 mm long and spaced by 20 µm.

**Electrolyte preparation:** 50 mg of LiClO\(_4\) are mixed with 230 mg of PEG on a hot plate in an Ar filled glove box at 170°C for 2 h.

**Transistor fabrication:** We start from a solution of HgSe CQDs capped with DDT ligand. We prepare a solution of S\(^2-\) anions from a Na\(_2\)S dissolved in N-methyl formamide. The CQDs dispersed in toluene are mixed with the S\(^2-\) solution until a phase transfer is observed. The colorless toluene phase is discarded and the polar bottom phase is further cleaned by adding hexane. After three hexane cleanings, the solution is precipitated by addition of ethanol and centrifuged to form a pellet. The latter is redispersed in fresh N-methyl formamide. This solution is dropcast onto the electrodes on a hot plate at 100°C. Meanwhile the electrolyte is softened at 100°C. The melted electrolyte is now clear and is brushed on the CQD film. A copper grid is then deposited on the top of the electrolyte and used as top gate.

**Transistor measurements:** Electrical measurements are conducted in air using two Keithley 2400 as source-meters. Transistor measurements are conducted by biasing the drain source under low bias (10 or 50 mV) and applying a varying gate bias. The gate step bias is 1 mV at 2 mV.s\(^{-1}\) for electrolyte gating. Temperature dependent electrical measurements were carried out inside a He-flow cryostat of 1.5 K base temperature, using a low current sourcemeter K2634B for low signal measurements, with +/- 0.1 pA.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We synthesized and studied the electronic properties of four sizes of HgSe CQDs: 4.5 nm (small), 5.9 nm (medium), 17 nm (large), and 20 nm (extra-large), with decreasing confinement. Figure 1 shows the absorption (1-transmission) spectra for each of the sizes capped with dodecanethiol and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of the 5.9 nm diameter particles. The absorption spectra peaks span in the mid- and far-IR range at 3.7, 4.4, 10.4, and 26 µm (11 THz), for the 4 sizes, respectively. The latter is currently the reddest absorbance reported so far for colloidal materials. For application in photodetection, a ligand exchange step is necessary to replace the initial long insulating ligands (dodecanethiol). Here, we focus on three different surface chemistries: 1,2-ethanediithiol (EDT), sulfide ions\(^{27}\) and As\(_2\)S\(_3\),\(^{28,29}\) following previous reports of photoconductivity using these ligands. Additional absorption data for each size after the different ligand exchanges, as well as TEM images are provided in Figure S1.
X-ray photoemission measurements are conducted on freshly prepared HgSe CQD films at the Tempo beamline of synchrotron Soleil to investigate the electronic spectrum of HgSe CQDs as a function of their sizes and surface chemistries. Details on the analysis of the photoemission measurements are given in the SI. A typical overview of the photoemission spectrum for HgSe CQDs is given in Figure 2a. We clearly observe four core level contributions from Hg, Se, S and C (from the ligands). We then focus on the Hg 4f core level photoemission observed as a doublet with 4.06 eV spin orbit splitting, as shown in Figure 2b. After subtraction of the background, we fit the peaks with two Voigt curves, constraining the doublet pairs to have the same full width at half maximum (FWHM), and a spin-orbit splitting of 4.06 eV. The 4f_{7/2} peak is found with contributions at 100.3 eV and 101 eV. To clarify the origin of the two contributions, we first change the incident photon energy to tune the photoelectron escape depth. As the kinetic energy of the photoelectron increases, the escape depth increases\(^{30}\) and the relative amplitude of the second peak is reduced, as shown in Figure S4b. In addition, the relative weight of the second peak is also reduced with increasing CQD size, in relation with a decrease in the surface to volume ratio. We therefore attribute this second peak to a surface contribution. This is supported by EDX measurements (see Figure S2), which systematically show the CQDs to be Hg-rich, consistent with previous observations.\(^{31}\) The excess Hg atoms are located on the surface and are bonded to S atoms from the ligands, whereas the bulk Hg atoms are bonded to Se atoms. Because of the higher electronegativity of S compared to Se, the Hg atoms at the surface are less electron rich, which results in the observed shift to higher binding energies (BE) for the surface peak.

Along with this surface contribution of the Hg core level, we notice a shift of the bands and vacuum level while tuning the capping ligands. The latter can be as large as \(\approx 0.5 \text{ eV}\), as shown in Figure 2c. This shift of the vacuum level with different ligands is a direct evidence that the change of doping with surface chemistry is the result of the band bending associated with the surface dipoles.\(^{16,18,20}\) High resolution photoemission also unveils features that cannot be observed through an electrochemical approach. The ratio of the peak areas from the fit of the Hg 4f state gives the fraction of the volume affected by the surface dipoles. We estimate the length over which the band bending is occurring to be 0.9 nm for the small CQD. This is consistent with the Debye length, 

\[
\lambda = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_e k_b T}{n_{\text{film}} e^2} \approx 0.9 \text{ nm,}
\]

where \(k_b T\) is the thermal energy (25 meV at room temperature) and \(n_{\text{film}}\) the film carrier density (2.6x10\(^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) for small CQD), over which the screening of the dipole electric field occurs.
We then reconstruct, on an absolute energy scale, the electronic spectrum of the HgSe CQDs for different capping ligands and nanocrystal sizes. Additional details of the analysis are provided in the SI. The work function (Fermi level vs vacuum) is extracted from the cutoff of the secondary electron emission. The valence band energy with respect to the Fermi energy is determined from the low BE cutoff of the XPS spectrum. To determine the states above the Fermi level, the quasi-particle band gap ($E_g$) is determined from the excitation gap $E_{g0}$ (optical gap) and is corrected by the exciton binding energy through the relation

$$E_g = E_{g0} + \Sigma,$$

where we use

$$\Sigma = \frac{1.8e^2}{4\pi\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r r},$$

with $\varepsilon_0$ the vacuum permittivity, $\varepsilon_r$ the HgSe relative permittivity, $e$ the proton charge and $r$ the particle radius. The Coulomb polarization introduces a small correction of 12 to 50 meV to the optical gap depending on the CQD size. This gives the energy of the $1S_e$ state with respect to the valence band. The intraband gap is determined using IR spectroscopy and allows to locate the $1P_e$ state with respect to the $1S_e$ state. Unlike the HgS case, no optical signature of the $1D_e$ state is observed for HgSe here, and we extrapolate the energy of the $1D_e$ level with respect to the $1P_e$ level using a three band k—p model previously described. This simple model considers a non-dispersive heavy hole band and symmetric (i.e. same mass with opposite sign) $\Gamma_6$ and $\Gamma_8$ bands. The associated Hamiltonian includes two parameters: the $\Gamma_6 - \Gamma_8$ splitting (the negative band gap of bulk HgSe, $E_{G_b}^{bulk}$ $^{14,15}$) and the Kane energy ($E_p$). To accurately determine these two parameters, we fit the k—p dispersion to all the experimental points available from the literature $^{1,13,27}$ for the inter- and intra-band gaps as a function of size, giving $E_{G_b}^{bulk} = -0.2$ eV, and $E_p = 10.27$ eV at room temperature. The similarity with previously reported values for these two parameters is good for such a simplistic model. $^{28,29}$ The reconstructed spectra for the small, medium, and large HgSe CQDs are given in Figure 2c and S3.

Using the reconstructed electronic spectra and the state degeneracies, we can estimate the number of electrons per particle $n_{CQD}$. $^{1}$ The small size (figure S3a) corresponds to the case where the $1S_e$ state is being filled. The electron filling per CQD is in the $n_{CQD}$=0.2-2 electron(s) range $^{16}$. In the medium CQDs, the Fermi level is near or above the $1P_e$ state and $n_{CQD}$ is between 2 and 8. For the large CQDs (Figure S3c), the Fermi level is above the $1D_e$ state meaning that the filling reaches $n_{CQD}$ ≈18 electrons per CQD. As a result the individual nanoparticles acquire a more and more metallic character as their size increases. On the other hand, the carrier density of the film ($= n_{CQD}$, divided by the particle volume, multiplied by the packing volume fraction) actually decreases slightly with increasing CQD size. We estimate the film carrier
density to be $n_{\text{film}} \approx 2.6 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ for small CQDs and $n_{\text{film}} \approx 4.5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the largest CQDs, while the volume ratio between these two sizes of particles is about 50. This observation is consistent with the redshift of the mid IR peak with increasing size shown in Figure 1a, as the plasmon peak energy $\omega_p$ scales with $\sqrt{n_{\text{film}}}$. As the CQD size is increased, we thus expect to observe, at the nanoparticle level, a transition from semiconductor behavior, where single electrons drive the optical and transport properties, toward a more metallic behavior, where collective effects should emerge. Moreover, this transition strongly differs from the conventional metal-insulator transitions observed in bulk or other strongly doped semiconductor nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{13} since it occurs at a fairly constant film doping level ($n_{\text{film}}$).

In the final part of the paper, we investigate the signature of the transition to metallic behavior in the optical and transport properties of the film. Figure 3a and S5 show that as the system is cooled, we observe a small redshift of the interband absorption, as reported previously for HgTe\textsuperscript{32}, and a blueshift of the intraband/plasmonic peak.\textsuperscript{13} This blue shift of the intraband peak with decreasing temperature becomes weaker as the CQD size is increased, as shown in Figure 3b. To rationalize this observation, we consider that the mid IR peak results from the intraband transition only if the 1P state remains unfilled (i.e., only for the small CQDs). For the larger CQDs, the intraband absorption is weakened and the mid IR peak becomes plasmonic in nature, as recently observed in HgS,\textsuperscript{22} in n-doped Si nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{34,35} or in strongly doped quantum wells.\textsuperscript{23} When the absorption is dominated by the intraband transition, its shift with temperature is similar to that observed for intersubband transitions in doped quantum wells.\textsuperscript{36} In this case, the main temperature dependence results from the depolarization shift, which scales like the difference in populations of the ground and excited states.\textsuperscript{36} That excitation is thermally activated and leads to the strong temperature dependence observed for the small CQDs. As the CQD size is increased, the transition loses its intraband character and the absorption is dominated by the collective plasmon excitation.\textsuperscript{37} The plasma frequency $\omega_p$ depends on the square root of the carrier density, which has a weak temperature dependence. This explains the saturation of the shift measured for the large HgSe CQD.
Figure 3 a. Absorption spectra for the small size CQDs at temperatures from 300 down to 4 K. b. shift of the intraband/plasmonic peak as a function of temperature for three sizes of HgSe CQDs. c. transfer curve (drain and gate current vs gate bias) for a film of medium HgSe CQDs capped with S$^{2-}$. d. Resistance of a film of small HgSe CQDs capped with S$^{2-}$ as a function of temperature. e. Resistance of a film of large HgSe CQDs capped with S$^{2-}$ as a function of temperature. The inset is an IV curve measured at 4K for a film of extra large HgSe CQDs capped with S$^{2-}$ as a function of temperature. The inset is an IV curve measured at 4K from a film of extra-large HgSe CQD film capped with S$^{2-}$ ligands. The red lines in d-f are power law fits (linear on the respective x-axes), as described in the text.

Confinement also strongly affects the conductance of the film. We used ion-gel gated transistors to characterize electronic transport in films of the HgSe CQDs, see figure S6 for a scheme of the device. This gating method combines several advantages. The large capacitance ($\approx \mu$F.cm$^{-2}$) associated with the electrolyte allows injection of several carriers per CQD. The devices are also air operable and can be used to gate thick films, thanks to percolation of the ions through the film. For small and medium CQDs, we measure a strong modulation of the current with gate bias, shown in Figure 3c. The transfer curve shows an increase in conductance as electrons are injected (positive gate bias), which confirms the n-type nature of the material. The non-monotonic behavior of this increase results from Pauli blockade, which leads to a local minimum as the 1S$_e$ state is completely filled. For the large and extra-large CQDs, we observe increased conductance but a loss of the gate dependence, as shown in Figure S7-S9. We attribute the loss of the gate effect to the reduced surface to volume ratio, which reduces the efficiency of ion gating.
Although the overall carrier density in the films does not increase with particle size, the conductivity does. This points to higher carrier electron mobility, which arises partly from fewer hops between contacts, but predominantly from better overlap between the higher level 1Pe and 1De states. We have reported electron mobilities up 90 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$,$^1$ while much lower values are typical for CQD films.$^2$

The temperature dependence of the current also reveals the higher density of states for HgSe CQDs with increasing size. At high temperature ($T>100$ K), the current follows an Arrhenius dependence with a low activation energy (25 meV for the small CQDs and 5 meV for the large ones), see Figure 3d. At lower temperature, the transport switches from nearest neighbor to variable range hopping (VRH). In variable range hopping, the logarithm of the conductivity follows a power law with temperature with an exponent of either -0.25 (Mott; $\sigma \propto \exp\left(-\left(T_M/T\right)^{1/4}\right)$) or -0.5 (Efros-Shklovskii - $\sigma \propto \exp\left(-\left(T_ES/T\right)^{1/2}\right)$). $T_M$ and $T_ES$ are constants that depend on the CQD, ligand, and film morphology, obtained here as fitting parameters. For the small dots, -0.25 gives the best fit, as shown in Figure 3d and Figure S7, while for the larger dots, -0.5 gives the best agreement, as shown in Figure 3e-f, S8 and S9.

That the conductivity exhibits variable range hopping temperature dependence shows that while the individual particles appear metallic, the overall film remains on the semiconductor/insulator side of the insulator-metal transition. This is due to limited interparticle coupling, despite the use of short S$^2$-capping ligands. The change of the power law, from Mott to Efros-Shklovskii (ES) with increasing CQDs size, suggests that there is a transition from a transport mechanism. The energy scale is defined, in the Mott case (corresponding to small CQDs, see Figure 4a) by either disorder due to the size distribution or, in the case of completely filled levels, the interlevel spacing and switches, in the ES case (large CQDs, Figure 4b), to an energy scale defined by the Coulomb energy. Unlike Mott VRH, that can be only observed in semi-conducting systems, ES VRH can also be observed in metallic systems such as gold metallic nanoparticle films coupled through short capping ligands.$^{41,42}$ Thus, the transition from Mott to ES VRH is consistent with a transition of the individual CQDs from the semiconducting (small CQDs) to metallic particles (large CQDs), even though the films remain globally insulating because of the weak inter CQD coupling.

Cross-overs from Mott to ES VRH have been observed in other CQD systems. In CdSe CQDs, such a crossover was observed when CQD films were charged via electrolyte.$^{43}$ Similarly, Chen et al. observed a metal insulator transition, with p-doped Si nanoparticles.$^{33}$ In these two cases, the tuned parameter is the carrier density. In contrast, in this work with HgSe CQDs, it is the confinement that is tuned. This is equivalent changing the Bohr radius. Another striking difference in this work, compared to previous reports on granular wide band gap semiconductors,$^{44}$ comes from the estimation of the coherence length

$$\xi = \frac{2.8 e^2}{\epsilon_0 \epsilon_r k_B T_ES} = 136 \text{ nm},$$

assuming $\epsilon_r = 16$ for large HgSe CQDs.$^{43}$ This value for $\xi$ is one decade larger than typical values for Si CQDs,$^{33}$ and a factor 100 larger than that for CdSe CQDs.$^{43}$ We expect the scaling of the coherence length to follow$^{43}$

$$R_{CQD} \sqrt{\frac{\xi}{\Delta E/k_B T}} \propto \Delta E/k_B T$$

with $\Delta E$ the interlevel spacing, such that the longer coherence length measured for HgSe CQDs here reflects the larger density of states (smaller $\Delta E$) compared to CdSe and Si. This very long coherence length demonstrates that narrow band gap CQDs are a promising platform for the emergence of coherent transport at the mesoscale.
Finally, we summarize the results for the different sizes and ligands into a phase diagram, depicted in Figure 4c, which gives the position of the Fermi energy with respect to the valence band as a function of the interband gap (confinement energy). This type of diagram is of utmost interest in designing devices based on this material and especially for the choice of the metal electrodes. The degenerately doped nature of the HgSe CQD is highlighted by the lack of experimental points within the two lower zones of the diagram, corresponding to cases where the Fermi level remains within the interband gap. As the CQD size increases, we observe a relaxation of confinement and the doped semiconductor behavior becomes more metallic at the single particle level, resulting from the filling of higher energy states.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have synthesized a series of HgSe CQDs with decreasing confinement. Using a combination of IR and photoemission spectroscopy, we have been able to determine the electronic spectrum on an absolute energy scale for three sizes and four different ligands, representative of those reported in photoconductive devices. We confirmed that the ligands affect the electronic spectrum of the HgSe CQDs through band bending resulting from the surface dipole. We determine a length on the order of 1 nm, over which the surface dipole affects the local potential within the CQDs. We propose a phase diagram which can easily be used to determine the population within HgSe CQDs. As the CQD size raises from 4.5 nm to 20 nm the population increases from 2 to more than 18 electrons per particle. This increase of the CQD carrier density leads to a change of behavior from semiconducting (intraband transition + Mott VRH) to metallic behavior where collective effects (plasmonic absorption and ES VRH) predominate. The film itself remains semiconductive, as the inter-CQD coupling remains too weak to observe band-like transport.

SUPPORTING INFORMATIONS

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website.
It includes details on the nanocrystal synthesis, the photoemission procedure and complementary transport data.
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